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Building Towards a Zero Carbon Built Environment
Mr. Allen Ang
Board Technical Lead
Singapore Green Building Council
Allen Ang is currently the Executive Vice President, Head of Green Building & Technology Application of City
Developments Limited. In his role, Allen is responsible for driving BCA Super Low Energy buildings in CDL’s
portfolio. He and his team were instrumental in making CDL the first Singapore real estate company to join
the World Green Building Council’s Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment. An inaugural winner of BCASGBC Green Advocate Award in 2011, Allen also developed CDL’s Smart, Sustainable and Super Low Energy
Green Building Framework to help CDL’s efforts in achieving the net zero target set by the global agenda. As
the SGBC Board Technical Lead, Mr. Ang provides strategic oversight for SGBC’s certification programmes.
Beyond his corporate role, Mr. Ang is a firm propagator of multi-stakeholder approach to raise ecoconsciousness. He is serving at the North West Development Council (NWCDC) as District Councillor and CoChairman of the Green Committee, where he shares his views on environmental issues and promotes green
living. He helped develop the 10-year district Eco Plan in 2009 and the NWCDC has won the Clean & Green
Singapore Best Community Achievement Awards and Best District Awards since 2014.

Presentation Synopsis
Climate change is rising in prominence as clear environmental benefits stem from pandemicinstituted pauses in heavy industry activity, with an estimated 7% decrease in global greenhouse
gas emissions. It is essential to continue mitigating the impact of climate change with our cities and
buildings, which constitute nearly 40% of global carbon emissions. In the presentation, Mr. Ang will
outline Singapore’s green building aspirations and how accelerated emphasis on decarbonisation
will shape our places and spaces for years to come.
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EU Building Sector Developments for a Sustainable Global Economy
Mr. Stephen Richardson
Director, Europe Regional Network
World Green Building Council
Stephen Richardson is Director of the Europe Regional Network, coordinating the work and collaboration
of 20+ Green Building Councils and eight regional partners. He is also WorldGBC’s representative in the EU
Sustainable Finance Platform, helping lead the development of the EU’s Green Taxonomy. Previously,
Stephen was Head of Projects and has also led WorldGBC Europe Network's Energy Efficient Mortgages
project. This ground breaking EU funded project has launched a pilot with 60+ of Europe's largest banks to
leverage mortgages as a tool to finance energy efficiency improvements in buildings.
Stephen is a building services engineer and has worked in consultancy, local government and industrial
research. He has expertise in energy and carbon reduction in buildings. Prior to joining WorldGBC, he
completed an industry based doctorate (EngD) with Sainsbury's and the University of Reading, focusing on
embodied carbon and uncertainty in carbon based design and investment decisions for buildings.
Presentation Synopsis
The World Green Building Council (WorldGBC) is a global action network comprised of around 70 Green
Building Councils around the globe that catalyses the uptake of sustainable buildings for everyone,
everywhere. Stephen will give an overview on:
I.
the EU Taxonomy, the Platform that will help setting up a common set of criteria for sustainable
economic activities to accelerate a transition towards a sustainable economy
II.
#BuildingLife, a coalition of experts creating a roadmap demonstrating how EU buildings policy can
adopt whole life carbon targets;
III.
Advancing Net Zero, a commitment that calls on ambitious and immediate climate action towards
decarbonising the built environment.
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Assuring Sustainability with a Materials Passport
Mr. Eugene Seah
Managing Director, Smart City Solutions, Senior Director (Special Projects)
Surbana Jurong
Eugene joined the Surbana Jurong Group on 1 January 2017 as Senior Director, Group CEO’s office, to
spearhead and oversee the Group’s special projects and strategic initiatives, in particular, the Group’s Key
Account Management Office, Digital Management Office, and Sustainability and Resiliency Office. He is also
a Director on the Boards of Threesixty Cost Management and Threesixty Contract Advisory, for which his
knowledge and expertise help to fortify the business thrust of the Group.
Apart from his extensive experience in Quantity Surveying, Eugene injects sustainability value management
and green approaches into his work to achieve project efficiency. He is a Green Mark professional and is
knowledgeable in the field of sustainable buildings. He is also an Accredited Adjudicator under the
Singapore Mediation Centre and a registered Mediator in the Singapore Institute of Surveyors and Valuers.
Eugene works on enhancing productivity in Design and Construction and research on Computational BIM,
xR and other productivity enhancement topics for the Surbana Jurong Group. His effort has won him several
awards for SJ, including RICS Construction Professional of the Year (2019).
Presentation Synopsis
Sustainability, Green Buildings and Cities are going to be a norm, a given in our designs and operations. But
is it just enough to concentrate on energy and materials based on our conventional approach? Should we
start looking at materials that can support the “Race to Zero Waste” and being able to reuse over and over
again for the current building and the next? This presentation discusses on the concept of using and
choosing materials that are sustainable and can support zero waste as well of reversible designs, basically
using buildings as materials banks. Challenges towards achieving this concept will also be highlighted in this
discussion.
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Creating a Sophisticated Building Infrastructure Strategy:
The Foundation for Next-Gen Buildings
Mr. Kim Yoon Young
Cluster President, Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei
Schneider Electric
Yoon Young KIM is Schneider Electric Cluster President for Singapore, Malaysia, and Brunei. He brings
over 20 years of international experience in the Automotive and Lighting sector, across several industry
segments throughout South America, Europe, North America, Asia, Africa, Russia, and the Middle East.
In his current role, he maintains his mission to drive the cluster towards further successes in the
expansion of both business and manufacturing capability in Singapore, Malaysia, and Brunei.
He developed his career through a variety of successful country management assignments and has
taken on multiple roles, showing his ability to grow the business as a marketing strategist, inspiring
those around him, and delivering results as an excellent implementer of commercial initiatives.
Presentation Synopsis
The pandemic has permanently transformed the world of work, forcing us all to rethink our physical
infrastructure of buildings. Next-gen buildings start with an intelligent, fully connected infrastructure
that goes beyond the base building network and integrating multiple generations of technologies. As
building stakeholders, it is our responsibility to look at the challenges facing our industry and
proactively respond to the call for change to ensure we have a future in this business. In this session,
we will review best practices for developing an intelligent building infrastructure engineered to last the
lifetime of the building as opposed to the lifetime of the technology connected to it.
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Understanding the Role of Carbon Credits
Mr. Mikkel Larsen
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Climate Impact X (CIX)
Mikkel Larsen is the Interim Chief Executive Officer of Climate Impact X (CIX), a global exchange and
marketplace for high-quality carbon credits, based in Singapore. He led the Sustainability Working
Group of the Emerging Stronger Taskforce, a public-private partnership that culminated in the
formation of CIX. Mikkel is responsible for developing and executing CIX’s vision to scale the
voluntary carbon market through transparency, integrity and quality – with an initial focus on
catalysing the market for natural climate solutions. Prior to his current role, Mikkel was the Group
Chief Sustainability Officer and chair of the Sustainability Council at DBS Bank, the leading financial
services group in Asia.
Presentation Synopsis
The real estate industry faces a number of challenges in decarbonization related to the sector’s
embodied and operational emissions. When done right, carbon credits can play an important role in
supporting the holistic sustainability strategies of corporates looking to manage their hard-to-abate
emissions – complementing investments in improved technologies and business processes. Climate
Impact X (CIX) is a new global carbon exchange and marketplace for high-quality carbon credits to
be jointly established by DBS Bank, Singapore Exchange, Standard Chartered and Temasek. Initially
focused on natural climate solutions, CIX will harness satellite monitoring and machine learning
technologies to deliver transparent data and comprehensive risk ratings to buyers of carbon credits.
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Road to Carbon Neutrality for Real Estate Assets
Ms Joelle Chen
Sustainability Director, Singapore
Lendlease
Joelle Chen is Sustainability Director, Singapore at Lendlease, focused on the implementation of
Asia’s sustainability strategy in Singapore through leveraging technical skills/best practices, company
capabilities and best practices along with industry connections and external partnerships. Her
expertise is in stakeholder engagement and ecosystem development in the area of sustainable built
environment and smart cities. She was the first Asia Pacific Head for World Green Building Council
(WorldGBC), spearheading the adoption of global initiatives promoting net zero carbon and healthier
buildings in the region. Her time at WorldGBC saw 25% more APAC Green Building Councils commit
to net zero transformation in their countries. Joelle previously headed the Smart Sustainable Cities
team at the Economic Development Board, driving public-private partnerships through innovation
platforms i.e. “Living Labs”, and started the conversation in embodied carbon in 2014 by pioneering
an industry-first innovation consortium. Joelle is a registered architect and draws on 15 years of
experience in different parts of the green buildings and smart cities ecosystem. She holds a Masters
in Architecture from the National University of Singapore, and a MBA from the Singapore
Management University.
Presentation Synopsis
Lendlease has embarked on Mission Zero, setting ambitious science-based emissions reductions
targets to go net zero carbon by 2025 and go absolute zero carbon by 2040. This presentation will
give an overview of Lendlease’s five-step pathway to absolute zero and how commitments will be
turned into action.
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The Secrets of Net Zero Energy Design
Mr. Prescott Gaylord
Head of Sustainability for Corporate Real Estate
DBS Bank
Prescott Gaylord is the head of sustainability for Corporate Real Estate Strategy & Administration
at DBS Bank. His work in sustainable construction, sustainable design, and corporate
environmental consulting has led him to his current drive to increase impact of green corporate
policies. He has spoken on sustainability in the built environment at conferences in Washington
DC, Chicago, Baltimore, and Singapore.
Presentation Synopsis
Net zero design thinking can be made simple if done in the right order. Prescott will share
secrets used by the DBS design team to reduce energy consumption at their upcoming
retrofitted Newton office building by two-thirds and create a net-zero-energy outcome. Be
prepared to walk away with valuable insights and tips on how to approach a net-zero design and
how to capture untapped sources of energy in a building so that you never waste another
kilowatt-hour.
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The Journey Towards the First Zero Energy Commercial Building: Keppel Bay Tower
Mr. Ben Lee
Chief Operating Officer & President (China)
Keppel Land Limited
Ben has over 15 years of experience in the real estate industry, especially in China. Before his
appointment as President of Keppel Land China, Ben has held various leadership roles in Keppel
Land China’s operations, business development and investment functions. He also heads the
Company’s Sustainability Committee which is responsible for driving sustainability across the
Group.
Ben is Adjunct Associate Professor of the Department of the Built Environment at the National
University of Singapore (NUS). He has a Master of Applied Finance from the University of Western
Sydney and a Second Class Upper Honours Degree in Science (Building) from NUS.
Presentation Synopsis
This session will explore the challenges and breakthroughs in transforming the 20 year-old Keppel
Bay Tower into Singapore’s first Green Mark Platinum (Zero Energy) commercial building, with
insights into innovative technologies and best practices that will help the industry move towards a
greener built environment. The presentation will also illustrate how Keppel Land is pushing the
envelope of environmental sustainability to achieve business goals and address climate change.
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Going Super Low Energy for an Existing Logistics Building: LogisTech
Mr. Tony Choo
Head, Engineering & Sustainability
CapitaLand
Tony Choo is the Head, Engineering and Sustainability, Workspace & Residential, CapitaLand
Singapore Limited. In this role, he is responsible for driving engineering solutions, innovation,
and sustainability for business parks, industrial and commercial buildings in Singapore. This
includes strategizing and driving initiatives that improve buildings’ operational efficiency,
greening existing buildings and PropTech adoption.
Tony holds a Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the National University of
Singapore and graduated with a Second-Class Honors Division A in Mechanical Engineering
from Australia.
Presentation Synopsis
LogisTech is an air-conditioned multi-tenanted logistics building located in Changi North. The
building was constructed in 1997 and acquired by the REIT in 2004. With the progressive
upgrading on the M&E systems and solar panel installation, LogisTech building has achieved
BCA Green Mark Platinum Super Low Energy (SLE) Award for existing building in year 2020.
This is the first logistics building in Singapore awarded with the SLE certification. In this
session, challenges and various technologies deployed in the building will be shared.
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